Swedish Band Sawmill

- Fully assembled cutting unit
- Over 6000 sold sawmills
- Robust design, smart features & convenient accessories
LUMBERLINE band sawmill is a robust and user friendly sawmill that makes it easy to refine your lumber. The sound level when operating is very low and the cut with the band blade gives you very little material waste. In its standard configuration, the Lumberline has a sawing length of 5.2 meters. This sawmill can manage logs of large diameters, up to 70cm in diameter.

LUMBERLINE has several user friendly features such as:
• Preassembled cutting unit and saw rail that is easy to mount.
• Simple and accurate height adjustment
• Combined clutch and brake control for maximum safety is standard on both the petrol and electric powered band saw. Simply push down the lever and the saw band starts, release the lever and the saw band stops immediately.
• All controls are placed on the right side and the sawdust exhaust on the left side to keep both operator and the work surface clean from sawdust.

ELECTRIC OR PETROL POWERED MOTOR
The band saw is available with either petrol or electric powered motor. The electric motor is very strong at 5.5 kW and it allows you to work smoothly and profitable. The petrol motor is a powerful and reliable Honda GX390 with high torque and low fuel consumption that allows milling where there is no electrical power available.

BUILT FOR CONTINUOUS CUTTING
When we manufacture a LUMBERLINE sawmill, we make sure that it is of the highest quality down to the last detail. Our aim is to produce a band sawmill that is user friendly in terms of function and maneuverability, with high volume capacity. The wheels in the cutting unit as well as the wheelhouse are made of cast aluminium and manufactured in modern machines, which guarantees a high quality and a result that compares with significantly larger sawmills. LUMBERLINE band sawmills are robust and, together with the reliability of the motors, a band sawmill created for heavy use and great enjoyment for many years to come.

SMART ACCESSORIES FOR INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY
The band sawmill has a high level of equipment and capacity in the standard version, but can be further upgraded with several smart accessories to increase production capacity. For instance you can:
• Extend the band sawmill with additional sections of rails.
• Equip the band sawmill with an effective pre cutter that removes the bark and other debris before the saw band makes the cut, which prolongs the life and sharpness of the saw bands.
• Increase the capacity and maximize saw yield with the Digital Height Adjustment. It automatically adjusts the saw band to next saw level after return. With the built-in memory feature, you can program several board dimensions in order to easily switch between different dimensions.
• Mount an extra log stand when the log is shorter than 1 meter. The saw rail is prepared for easy mounting of extra log stands.
LUMBERLINE sawmill electric
Electric motor 5.5kw.

Specification:
Effectively saw length 5.2m
Max log diameter 70cm
Cutting width 50cm
Minimum thickness, last board 24mm
Effect 5.5kw
Weight (only rail sections) 108kg
Weight (only carriage) 182kg

LUMBERLINE sawmill petrol
Petrol motor Honda 390cc 4-stroke.

Specification:
Effectively saw length 5.2m
Max log diameter 70cm
Cutting width 50cm
Minimum thickness, last board 24mm
Motor Honda 390cc
Effect 9.6kw/13hk
Fuel tank 6.5l
Weight (only rail sections) 108kg
Weight (only carriage) 184kg

* In addition included in the purchase, you also get
3 sections of rail, 1 band blade, 1 log clamp, 6 additional stand, 1 top lift,
6 adjustable log support, 12 adjustable feet, water cooling and adjustable blade guide.
RAIL SEKTION 2m
Extends the band sawmill by 2 meter. Each section comes complete with log clamp, log stands with log supporter and joints for connection.

PRECUTTER
Effectively removes the bark and other debris which prolongs the life and sharpness of the band saw blade. The precutter has a sturdy construction with a built in brake.

DIGITAL ELECTRIC HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
Maximize the exchange and increase the capacity. Automatically adjusts the saw band to next saw level after return. With the built-in memory function, you can program up to 10 personalized settings in order to easily switch between different dimensions. The digital electric height adjustment can be used on both electric and petrol powered band sawmills.

ADDITIONAL LOG STAND
Each 2 meter section is prepared to mount additional log stands on. An ideal accessory if the wood is shorter than 1 meter. The log stand is delivered with a log supporter and a log clamp.
ADDITIONAL LOG CLAMP
Log locking device as an additional accessory for assembly on the log stands. Can be assembled on all log stands. The locking device is variably adjustable and the log is secured with an eccentric.

AUTOMATIC GRINDER
Fully automatically sharpens the teeth of the band blade. The grinding depth is adjustable. The grinding angle can be adjusted in three different positions, 7, 10 and 14 degrees. The automatic grinder is delivered with a stand and adjustable band supports.

SAWMILL BLADES
Delivered with 5 band blade made of steel with tooth point hardened teeth. Each blade is 1 mm thick, 32 mm wide and has a tooth pitch of 25 mm.

RAISING KITT
Save your back.
Increase give you a 15cm higher working position.

“- Our sawmills are swedish-made, made for nordic climate and holds a very high quality. ”
Guarantee
Our products are tested at the factory, it is a security for you as a customer to know. LUMBERLINE is pre-assembled when delivered. We provide a 2 year guarantee.

Service & Support
We have manufactured and delivered sawmills for almost 30 years, all over the world. Today we have extensive expertise in sawing, forestry and small wood processing and can therefore provide you with good service and support.

Delivery
Our products are delivered by truck/alternatively, you come and pick up the sawmill with a car and regular trailer. Since our sawmills are pre-assembled on delivery no special skills are required for assembly.

Complete equipment
We always deliver complete equipment. The sawmills are preassembled on arrival so you get started quickly with the saw of your own wood.

WE WILL BE HAPPY TO ASSIST YOU IN THE SELECTION OF SAWMILLS
- according to your needs, conditions and wishes

QUESTIONS, OFFER OR ORDER?
Phone: +46 (0) 91088019

Welcome to contact us for more information

Bamsesågen/JM:s Plåt & Mek AB
Phone: +46 (0)91088019
info@bamseprodukter.se
www.bamseprodukter.se
Adress:
Flocktjärn 22
SE-931 97 SKELLEFTEÅ Sweden

Reseller